PROPERTIES THAT DETERMINE THE EFFICIENCY AND SAFETY OF FORM FITTING SAFETY COUPLINGS
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Torque controlled safety couplings are used as safety elements in drive trains. Their function consists in separating input side and output side when the limit for the transferrable torque is exceeded. Main property of these couplings is the switching torque, the maximum transferrable torque before initiating the separation of the drive train.

Target of the project is to examine the characteristics of the switching torque of form fitting safety couplings. Doing so three couplings of well known manufacturers are examined. Main result of the test is that the switching torque of form fitting safety couplings is underlying parameter dependencies and scatter. Safety and exploitation of the drive train are in cases considerably depended on the given point of operation and the coupling adjustment.

In this respect it is of importance, to choose, to adjust and to operate the covered couplings systematically.
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Introduction
Currently, all the mechanical problems require the use of more drives, which allow high precision positioning characteristics, stiffness and lack of oscillations. And now the designs of the drive developers are increasingly using various couplings, the correct choice of which depends strongly on the characteristics of machines and mechanisms.

To ensure maximum accuracy and rigidity of the drive you want to use coupling, specially designed for the servos. Absence of gaps in the sleeve allows you to make the drive smooth and soft. An important characteristic of coupling is its rigidity – the ability to maintain shape under the influence of external forces, but the goal is not only to convey coupling point, but pay off shocks and vibrations, to compensate for misalignment. At present, the servos are used where accuracy is not enough regulation of conventional general-purpose inverters. The use of high-quality servos needs high-efficiency equipment, where the main criterion is the performance [1].

Target
Torque controlled safety couplings are used as safety elements in drive trains. Their function consists in separating input side and output side when the limit for the transferrable torque is exceeded. Hereby considerable damages in drive trains in case of overload may be prevented. Examples for such safety couplings are those in drive trains of powerful mining equipment or fast moving hoisting equipment of ship-to-shore container cranes (Fig.1).

Main property of these couplings is the switching torque, the maximum transferrable torque before initiating the spontaneous separation of the drive train [2].

Target of the project is to examine the characteristics of the switching torque of form fitting safety couplings. Doing so three couplings of well known manufacturers are examined at clockwise rotation / anti clockwise rotation and four different rotational speeds.

Tests
For the examination of the switching torque a drive train was built up. The drive train consists of a frequency inverter driven squirrel cage motor, the coupling to be examined as well as a magnetic powder brake (Fig.2).
All components are situated on one axis. Close to the brake the speed of the drive train and the torque in the drive train can be measured. The setup facilitates the exchange of the couplings to be examined. The examination is executed for four speeds \((n = 5 \text{ min}^{-1}, 50 \text{ min}^{-1}, 400 \text{ min}^{-1}, 700 \text{ min}^{-1})\) at clockwise rotation and anti clockwise rotation. In the beginning the drive train is running with closed coupling against the relative low friction torque. Then the braking torque is elevated dynamically in a manner, that the coupling is opened unavoidable. These tests were executed seven times for every measuring point and statistically evaluated under the assumption of a normal distribution of the switching torque.

**Results**

Regarding the mean values of the switching torques coupling 1 shows a relatively constant behaviour over speed. Maximum deviation of the switching torque from the adjusted switching torque is 3 %. The prefix of the deviations depends on the direction of rotation, maybe caused by deviations in the symmetry of setup (Fig.3).

Coupling 2 shows a distinct dependence of the mean values of the switching torque on the rotational speed. At the lower speed of \(5 \text{ min}^{-1}\) the switching torque is deviating \(\pm 2\%\) from the adjusted switching torque. With increasing speed the switching torque is decreasing 37-39 % at 700 \text{ min}^{-1}. The directional variation of the switching torque is comparable to coupling 1 (Fig.3).

Coupling 3 shows, as well as coupling 2, a distinct dependence of the mean value of the switching torque of the speed. At the lower speed of \(5 \text{ min}^{-1}\) the switching torque is deviating \(\pm 5-8\%\) from the adjusted switching torque. With increasing speed the switching torque is decreasing 32-36 % at 700 \text{ min}^{-1}. The distinct directional variation of the switching torque lies within a width of up to 34 % (Fig.3).

Regarding the standard deviations of the switching torques shows coupling 1 a relative smaller scatter. The maximum standard deviation of the adjusted switching torque is 2 % (Fig.4).

Coupling 2 shows a greater scatter of the switching torque. A standard deviation of the switching torque of up to 4 % is occurring (Fig.4).

Coupling 3 shows a considerable scatter of the switching torque. A standard deviation of the switching torque of up to 19 % is occurring. Apparently a dependence of the standard deviation of the rotational direction is given (Fig.4).
Properties that determine the efficiency

Following confidence intervals for 95\% switching probability on basis of a normal distribution of switching torques are considered.

It is recognised, that for all coupling switching torques above the adjusted switching torque may occur, especially for lower speeds. The maximum switching torques for couplings 1 and 2 are 103\%, for coupling 3 129\% (Fig. 5). Basing on this the realised safety function has to be evaluated.

Furthermore it can be seen, that for all couplings switching torques well below the adjusted switching torque occur, especially at higher speeds. Following minimal switching torques within the tested spectrum are registered: coupling 1: 97\%, coupling 2: 59\%, coupling 3: 44\% (Fig. 5). Basing on this the realised exploitation of the drive train may be evaluated. Is a drive train operated at a certain speed, the adjustment of the coupling according to this operating point may be regarded. Doing this, the outcome of lower operating speed has to be considered [3].
Conclusions

Main result of the test is that the switching torque of form fitting safety couplings is underlying parameter dependencies and scatter. Are the safety level and the exploitation of the drive train to reach a high level, are couplings with properties suitable for the given application to be used.

Safety and exploitation of the drive train are in cases considerably depended on the given point of operation and the coupling adjustment. In this respect it is of importance, to choose, to adjust and to operate the covered couplings systematically.
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